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Letter from the editor
Being head editor was harder than I thought it’d be. It
wasn’t having to pay attention to every minute detail. It wasn’t
scanner issues, deadline crunches or working on a computer
screen which could easily serve as a test for epilepsy (if you
look at it and survive, good news, you’re not an epileptic). I
went into this fully expecting to have to confront such things.
I think the biggest challenge was developing the writing in
revision. When the time came for the revision process I found
myself thinking of the Bernard Malamud quote “Revision is
one of the exquisite pleasures of writing.” To the writers who
worked in the spirit of Malamud’s thought, thank you. Your
dedication and good attitude will make all the difference with
your writing in the future. To all the divas: good luck with that!
Overall, I am pleased with all of the pieces in
this, the Spring 2006 issue of the Sandy River Review. This
University has bragging rights to some very gifted writers,
and we’ve been lucky enough to put together a taste of that.
There are still some of the mind-bogglingly talented roaming
the campus, the elusive Big Foots of the Farmington literary
circle, who have not submitted work, but we’ve got our hired
muscle working on them.
We’ve been blessed to have a great amount of support
from the UMF Writers’ Guild, especially Lance Pelkey, whose
honest show of interest was a boon to us. Not only do they offer
us encouragement, but also the funding that makes the Sandy
possible. Without them there would be no Sandy. Thank you.
I also would like to thank Professor Pat O’Donnell and
Dr. Gretchen Legler for their genuine interest in the issue and
its welfare, Shari Witham, for her always cheerful assistance
whenever called upon, the folks at Alice James Books for the
premises and resources to physically piece together the Sandy,
and each and every person who submitted work. You all help to
make it happen.
This semester’s assistant editor, Kate Russell was a
fabulous asset to the issue, and I have faith that she will do a
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tremendous job as editor in full next semester. She has a keen
eye for detail, a forthright voice and the kind of humor needed
when the going gets tough. Thanks, Kate, and best of luck to
you.
Thank you also, to my wonderful, loving family, and
to Sam An Dy, for always being there for me, for keeping me
strong, and for helping me to remember what it is that’s really
important in life.
So, now that all of that’s out of the way, I hope you
will enjoy this issue, and the unique narratives our authors
have to offer. There’s some good stuff in here. Seriously. Bon
appetit.
-Abigail Stanley
aka The Boss
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Jonathan Prusik

The Amazing Bologna and Other
Delightful Tales from the Halls of St.Albert
I still don’t know for sure why it came up. I remember
worrying that it was because they had found out about
me swearing at my third grade teacher. She had given me
detention, blaming me for another kid’s asinine mischief.
When I saw the kid’s snide, piggish little smirk looking back
at me, I began to mumble “screw you.” I wasn’t sure whether
I was saying it to the teacher or to the kid, but it didn’t
matter much since the words that actually came out of my
mouth weren’t so much the intended mumble, but more a very
audible variety of what I imagine my teacher could’ve called
“a suggestive predicate preceding a pronoun.” In reality, she
called it “disrespectful” and gave me another detention.
As my parents sat there with me at the dining room
table, I wondered if that incident was the reason I was about to
get a lecture, or if it was something else entirely. By now I had
learned through experience that the school’s administration
was far too hassled to call up the parents of each misbehaving
child every day, so I could pretty much rule that out unless
someone had tipped my folks off. Maybe this was about the
assault on Colby Street pedestrians with chokeberries then?
“Your mom and I,” said my dad in his very best ‘weknow-what-you-did-and-are-very-upset-so-you’d-betterstart-apologizing-now’ voice “have been thinking about your
school…” Oh shit, I thought. They did find out. “…and we’ve
been thinking about moving you to a different school. We’re
wondering how you’d feel about that.” Oh. So this wasn’t going
to be the horrible, skin-peeling interrogation I thought it
would be. Wait - did they say “move to a different school”?
I sat there a bit dumbfounded, as they watched me for
a reaction. Then the questions came. Why? Where to? What
will it be like? What will change? How will I get there? Won’t I
have to leave all my friends? Can I go back to my old school if
I don’t like it? My parents dealt with each question honestly,
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leaving the ultimate decision up to me, but making it clear that
it was what they wanted.
Perhaps my daily afternoon grumblings about how my
teacher hated me and my frustration with academic subjects
I used to enjoy had made my parents start to wonder if my
complaints weren’t unfounded. After visiting my class on an
invitation to give a presentation on paper-making, my mother,
the forester, had finally seen first-hand how my class had
essentially become an all-day recess. “The kids were jumping
all over the desks and running around the room,” I remember
her telling my dad a few weeks earlier. “…and the teacher
had no control at all…” Apparently, it had been a convincing
experience.
A few days after the terrifying false-alarm that was
the dinner table discussion, I was given a tour of “St. Albert
Elementary” - my soon-to-be new school. Tucked into the
lost cracks of northern New Hampshire, I’d later joke with
friends that it was but a mere stone’s throw away from both
Canada and Vermont if ever the need for a prison break arose.
The school itself looked like a skunk turned inside-out, with
its almost painfully blinding white siding and authoritative
black trim. Sporting a color scheme that would’ve appeared
unremarkable anywhere else, the building’s purpose somehow
enhanced it, giving it a more ominous, almost intimidating
effect.
When I first noticed that the school was run by nuns,
I was terrified. They would know every bad thing I’d ever
done! They’d know that I swore at my teacher, they’d know
that I stole my friend’s Lego-man for three days, and they’d
definitely know that I didn’t like going to church but went
anyway because I liked seeing how long I could keep the Body
of Christ stuck to the roof of my mouth.
Though I felt very strange following an elderly woman
named Sister Lorraine who dressed in the same dark clothing
every day and smiled with ninety percent of her face, I wasn’t
told that I was a sinner, or that I must repent, or even that I
had to give my soul (which I valued) to God. When we passed
the classrooms, I didn’t notice how they were smaller and not
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quite as well furnished as my public school, but how they were
mysteriously silent, yet filled with kids sitting in their chairs,
listening to their teachers. They looked happy enough, but I
wouldn’t take it on faith. The next day, I was matriculated and
quickly learned the names of my new friends and classmates.
It wasn’t like I had been given the opportunity to
meticulously choose my friends. When the population of your
class comes to a grand total of seven, you don’t exactly get to
be picky. I don’t think it would have mattered much anyway –
though this was a vast improvement over my old school in terms
of sanity, there was still plenty to complain about, but the fact
that we were the only seven kids of our grade to experience
this ordeal bound us that much closer to one another.
Let me say now that anything you may have heard,
read, or seen in the movies about Catholic school is, for the
most part, completely and utterly true. We were all required
to help organize, attend, and participate in mass every
Friday, and we all endured religion classes along with our
other subjects. Our pledge of allegiance was always followed by
prayer, and any misbehavior was punished severely. We were
lucky enough to escape uniforms and corporeal punishment,
but I’d guess at the time even that was considered a bit
progressive for such a school.
This didn’t mean the immaculate, innocent nuns
didn’t know how to make us suffer. For even the most minor
offenses, one could find themselves cleaning bathrooms,
sweeping, or copying from the dictionary after school. (I made
it as far as the middle of the Bs.) Since I took the bus home
after school ended, I would have to call my father at work
if I got into trouble. And since his office was uncomfortably
close, at only five minutes of driving, he would be able to
take his time speaking with my teachers personally to find out
what I’d done. Because he liked the nuns, he would spend a
few casual minutes with the small talk before moving on to
the very serious business of my offenses. Even after having
to endure that, I could always expect him to make use of the
twenty minute drive back home to make me feel miserable
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about whatever I’d done. Thankfully, this didn’t happen
often though, for despite what one may think at this point, I
wasn’t much of a “troublemaker.” I prefer to call what I did
“trouble-facilitation.” This involved much more subtle acts
of retaliation, which, as all children at such an age know, is
extremely necessary whether it truly is or not. At very least,
this involved disobeying a command from a far-away figure of
authority, then claiming hearing difficulties when the distance
between you and said authority had been traversed. At most,
it meant singing your own custom lyrics to songs during mass.
The joy in this was seeing the glares of the nuns a few pews
over, unable to do anything without interrupting the annual
Christmas ceremony as someone belts out “O come, all ye
fartful.”
As I mentioned before, I was rarely the culprit of such
schemes. That honor usually went to Steve Quinn. Steve was
a short, stocky (but not fat) kid, with blue eyes, and light
brown hair. He also had freckles scattered all over his face
– truly the mark of a young troublemaker. If there was one
thing Steve and I shared, it was our mutual dislike of Sister
Suzanne, the worst of the nuns.
We weren’t alone either – none of our fellow
schoolmates found her to be a pleasant person. She was the
kind of person who best expressed her love of God through
her annoyance with everyone else. Perhaps she was always so
mean because she knew we all disliked her, but then, we all
disliked her because she was mean. In any case, we all knew
to stay clear when she was around, otherwise she might find an
obscure reason to hand out detentions.
It probably didn’t help that she possessed nearly all
the physical aspects of a classic villain. She had (and I count)
each of the following:

dry white hair streaked with bits of grey and black,
 a face that looked like it had a tougher grit than
any industrial sandpaper,
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a permanent frown, carefully crafted over
many years of expressing disgust, specially designed to

prevent happiness (especially in children),
…and one small wart on the corner of her nose which
you could never see if you were looking directly
at it, but was quite visible from the corner of
your eye.

That’s right, everything but the green skin. It was really no
wonder she terrified us.
But of course, as strict and mean as she was, we
couldn’t help but pull anonymous pranks on her. Steve was
usually the actual prank-puller, but my classmates and I would
do the planning. It was always easier to pull off these pranks
when the whole class was in on it, since we could cover each
other’s backs. Naturally, though, some of the best stuff wasn’t
even planned. Such was the case with the cafeteria food fight,
perhaps the most widely remembered incident ever.
Sister Suzanne was supervising lunch that day, and for
the most part, it had progressed normally. We still don’t know
who started it, but from one end of the room to the other,
everyone saw a large slice of bologna rise above the heads
of their follow students as it hovered, nay, danced, almost
magically, through the air unabated. By the time it had landed
on some random kid’s shoulder, the room was quiet enough
to hear the loud slopping sound it made on impact. Standard
food fight procedure would typically require a return warning
shot followed by a cease-fire and confrontation between the
two warring parties, but something about seeing that pale pink
hunk of meat flying through the air had set off some trigger
buried deep in the brains of everyone present. Suddenly, “the
rules” went out of style faster than hot cocoa on a summer’s
day.
The air simply exploded with color, like a giant
kaleidoscope of Messy. Everyone was part of it – if you
weren’t sure whether or not you had thrown something, then
you had. I may just as well have blacked out – I had no more
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memory or control over how I participated than anyone else.
It was as if I was inside a television and the show was taking
place in the huge hall of the cafeteria. I marveled at some of
the things I saw flying through the air. Cucumbers, apples,
mashed potatoes, and… OH! even Jello. The kid next to me
yelled as his shirt turned red, soaked with juice. Apparently,
someone had figured out how to effectively throw liquids using
a thermos cap. Someone else was scraping a missed shot of
Lunchables cheese off the table so that they could return fire.
If nothing else, this was definitely a peak in our ingenuity. A
classic war movie would say something like “all of us in that
battle went in as boys, and came out as men.” Of this battle, I
can only say that we all shared our lunches that day.
Sister Suzanne had been livid, her face twisted all
around (almost to shades of purple we might’ve enjoyed), but
there was nothing she could do. Certainly, she would’ve liked
to give everyone in the school detention, but fortunately, that
wasn’t a realistic option. Instead, we were all simultaneously
treated to an audience with Sister Lorraine, the school’s
principal, at the next lunch. Her speech was long-winded,
and perhaps a bit rehearsed, but unlike Sister Suzanne, Sister
Lorraine was well-liked. Because of this, her words felt more
obligatory to us than truly reprimanding. Naturally, none of
us actually heard what she said, because we were too busy
congratulating ourselves while trying to appear sheepish. Sister
Suzanne knew this, and by the time the speech was done, she
had hit those shades of purple we were looking for.
I suppose up until this point, I’ve been selling the
school a bit short – in reality, despite Sister Suzanne, it wasn’t
nearly so horrible. This was exemplified perfectly by Sister
Lorraine. Sister Lorraine was the type of person who you could
tell was, just by looking at her, simply dripping with agéd
wisdom. It often seemed as if there was little she did not know,
and when she listened to one of us, she listened as an equal,
willing to give us as much respect as we gave her. These were
perhaps her most endearing qualities, though not her only
ones. She never judged us for our opinions, and she never
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forced religion on us. She spoke with a warmth that let you
know she was okay with life, even in her old age, and was just
kind of hanging out, enjoying every last bit of delight before
she finally bit the dust.
My first notable encounter with Sister Lorraine took
place about two years after I had come to the school. My
friends and I were playing soccer near the front of the building
where I was attempting to juggle the ball for a nice goal, but
when I kicked, I somehow managed to send the ball completely
in the wrong direction. Before I even looked up, I knew where
it would land. A few seconds later and sure enough, we heard
the painful crash of one of the building’s front windows. Sister
Suzanne was on duty and had just happened to see the entire
thing from across the nearby parking lot. As she walked toward
me, I fought the voice inside my head that was screaming at
my legs to run.
Then somewhere up above me, I heard the sliding of
an opening window. I looked and saw Sister Lorraine’s face.
“Come up here now,” she said sternly. Eager to widen the
distance between me and Sister Suzanne, I motioned to her up
at Sister Loraine, and without waiting for a response, made a
beeline for a door inside.
Sister Lorraine was sitting at her desk when I walked
into her empty classroom. I sat down across from her and
she began. “Our windows are very expensive…” I winced.
“And this school can’t afford to replace them every time one
breaks.” It was true – though it was a private school, the vast
majority of its funds were received through Church authority,
not from tuition, and it was no secret, even to the students,
that the authority was pretty tight-fisted when it came to
money for the school. “I’m sorry,” I replied, guilt-ridden. “I
can pay for it if you want – or whatever else I can do to make
up for it.” I started imagining numbers and the cost of glass.
There was no way I could afford to pay for it. I was struggling
for options.
“Well don’t worry about it,” she said with a sigh. “It
was an accident and you didn’t do it on purpose. Just be more
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careful with the ball from now on, okay?” I nodded, stunned.
I asked her what she wanted me to. “Just go back out and
play now – and try not to break any more windows, right?”
She chuckled. I ‘eep’ed. I walked down the stairs and out the
building stiffly and in a daze. Somewhere, my mind registered
Sister Suzanne’s pupils watching me like a hawk as I passed by.
I thought nobody would believe this when I told them. But of
course they did. “That’s Sister Lorraine for you,” one kid said
with a shrug. “Hey, you wanna be goalie?”
In our final years at the school, we at last found
ourselves students of this woman. While the subjects were
standard, she taught us many lessons between classes about
life through her jokes, adages, and personal stories. When
she was upset with one of us, we truly felt bad, and when she
was proud of one of us, we felt proud too. If any of us missed
anything from the school when we graduated, it was likely her.
Since St. Albert’s only educated grades one through
eight, I found the return to my old school, which I had
forgotten about so long before, fairly jarring. I still had four
years to go, and I had to do it with people who had changed
so much in the time I was gone that only their names had
remained the same. Now, not even that kid whose smirking
face I swore at in third grade would remember me.
On the first day of school, I remember being jealous of
how comfortable everyone was with their surroundings. I also
remembered thinking how I could’ve had that familiarity if I
had simply made a different choice five years earlier. And I
especially remember thinking what a nostalgic little git I was
becoming and that I was going to be late for class if I didn’t
stop my mental whining.
A few years later, St. Albert Elementary closed
– apparently, there were not enough funds to justify its
continued operation and so the Church’s regional he-whois-in-charge signed a paper assigning the nuns to do “God’s
work” elsewhere. In many ways, I’m glad it’s gone – I’ve never
much cared for organized religion, and remembering that I
had attended such a place has always been a little irritating.
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But just as much, I have a certain nostalgia for those four
years. So much had been contained within them. I suppose I
just have mixed feelings for those days. It has often felt like a
secret chapter of my life that I don’t admit to anyone because
they weren’t there and so, wouldn’t understand.
This was especially true in high school. Each year,
they’d get a student or two from St. Albert’s. And each year,
they’d look at us with a strange sort of fascination, like we
were some sort of rare bug that wasn’t supposed to exist
anymore. Sometimes this was harmless, but more often, it was
a stigma we needed to hide and bury far away from public
sight as much as possible.
Despite it all though, a little bit of me wishes the
nuns were still around, so I could go today and see if life
has so perfectly preserved them as well as my memory has.
Maybe I would find I was wrong – so wrong about everything.
That the filter of my memory or the lens of my childhood had
given me an image so much more distorted and magnified
than reality that I would simply become completely apathetic
about the whole thing. But I like to imagine that even though
the school has now become nothing more than an empty shell
of a building, my memory could fill it back up again, with the
people and experiences of my past.
In the end, I think I have to be grateful regardless of
how I feel. After all, over those years, I may not have changed
much as a person, become more skillful, or even found some
great inner peace, but I was still given something great. I was
given the happy memories of the amazing flying lunch meat,
Sr. Suzanne foiled, the forgiveness of a kind old woman, and
the numerous, almost uncountable, exploits of me and my
companions. It’s the sort of happiness that other people would
pay a fine price for, a kind which never runs dry. Instead, it
always goes down smooth, and it always leaves the glass half
full.
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Landscape with Urban Elephants
No one knows exactly how many elephants
		
there are in Bangkok.
			
-- PBS
Up from the dumps and the red-hollows
where water flows through bottle-speckled mud,
up from the scrub and cracked palms, up from the can-fires
into the dazzle and the slither of traffic muscling
around these boulders of hide and waddle,
up from a distant galaxy of tree-fern and orchid,
up from mahogany and kapok
into the forest of light, the elephants come
to the city, big-shouldered and wattled,
their slow jazz strut up the boulevards,
a repertoire of rolled eights kept by the metronome
of bottle-brush tails syncopated with reflective tape
patched across their asses. Painting elephants,
dancing elephants, peanut-eating, banana-slinging
elephants, half-smiles and great, gray Walt Whitman eyes
above the bike-lights that swing from their trunks.
Traffic swerving around their oil-slick piles of shit.
Beneath it all their rumbles like infections travel for miles.
They sing, It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that swing.
Platter-foot, big toe, skin of wet burlap.
They totter off to sleep it off, the milk-colored dawn,
tails keeping time, doo wah doo wah doo wah do…
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‘El Bolson’			-Eben Baker
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Under the Leaves of a Rubber Tree
It was really just a nuisance—a great clump of
stunted trees with shiny, dark green leaves. The trees were
interspersed with various dull green bushes and sun-scorched
grasses, creating a roughly circular hollow inside, which,
aside from a ground cover of crabgrass and nettles, was
dominated by a large rock. One had to mow around it; all
sorts of creatures could be found in it, some poisonous. But
it lingered somewhere between two neighboring lawns, and
neither neighbor had ever made an issue of it. The white rock
was big enough for two or three people to sit on, and the trees
and bushes around it thick enough that it was like the pocket
of a clearing carved into a thick South American jungle. Only
speckled bits of light entered through the foliage, and the air
was often hotter and heavier than outside. It was where we hid
from chores and baths, where you counted in hide-and-goseek, where reconnaissance missions took place, enemy plans
stolen and hidden. Years later, the clump of thick vegetation
would be cut down because of the snakes. The late afternoon I
saw my mother standing over a rattlesnake cut in two, a shovel
in her hand, I knew it would go, but by then we hardly ever
went in anymore.
Lately, though, it had been mainly a place to get
away, which was all we wanted to do. Shannon and I crouched
on the warm, white rock, watching lizards scurrying across
our feet. Only months ago, I would have caught two and worn
them as earrings, their stubborn mouths gripping my earlobes
tightly, but I didn’t seem to be in the mood. Nor was I in the
mood to look for snakes or play spies or boot-camp.
“Do you want to sleep over?” I asked Shannon.
“Sure, I just have to call my Dad and ask.”
Thrown off by the idea that someone’s Dad would have
that sort of authority, forgetting that one’s mother’s word was
not the last in everyone’s family, I asked, “What about your
mom?”
“She died, when I was little.”
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I should have said “I’m sorry” because that’s what you
say; even though that’s what everyone says, it still might mean
something to the person who hears it. But shock and curiosity
surpassed any social couth, so all I said was, “Why?”
“She was sick.”
I wanted to know how anyone’s mother could die, how
anyone could live without a mom.
I thought of this moment about two years later at a pool
party at a friend of my parents. I should have been enjoying
myself, floating in a warm pool, surrounded by ten or so
younger kids, but I was only sad, without knowing why. This
was during the first few months of often feeling miserable
without explanation. My memory of this is not quite clear. I
remember going to the bathroom, sitting with a damp bathing
suit bunched around my ankles and then I remember being at
my mother’s side, sobbing quietly, whispering.
“What happened?” I heard my mother’s friend Jeannie
asked, her voice muffled because my head was pressed against
my mother’s chest.
“She got her period.”
And they both laughed a little sadly, a combination of
sympathy and amusement.
I sobbed into my mother, her damp bathing suit against
my cheeks, her goose-pimpled arms around mine. I cried and
could only think over and over, “I wish I could crawl back
inside, I wish I could just crawl back inside.” But I was too big
for my mother’s stomach. I had my own body now.
I thought then of Shannon and me sitting in that clump
of Florida vegetation, could see the greens and browns that
only Florida has. Sun-scorched grass right up against vibrant
green leaves of a rubber tree, the chalky white of the big rock.
I wondered who Shannon would cry to when she got her period,
or if she would cry at all.
I would never find out. I moved, and didn’t keep in
touchwithShannon.Iwouldneverknowexactlyhowhermother
died. I would never get the chance again to tell her, I’m sorry.
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By the time I came across her again, many years later, she
was so far gone from the memory I had of her, that she bore
no connection to it all. She was lost to a place where I could not
reach her.
I, on the other hand, carry my childhood around like
a pledge of honor, like a pact I never forswore. I can feel the
rough grass of Florida lawns, see the light ocher of my stucco
house through the leaves of that mini-jungle, feel the cool tile
of the kitchen floor beneath my bare shoulder blades, the wet
slice of me jumping into the pool. Sometimes these memories
are more lucid and vivid to me than those of only a year or a
day ago, than that of today’s snow falling on my cheeks and
the top of my head.
Florida suburbs are timeless. You can go back to the
cul-de-sacs and see that very little has changed. Orange trees
don’t expand much; palm trees are so tall, any growth isn’t
noticeable. Lawns are manicured squares of grass, grown
somewhere in Tennessee and planted in lieu of the scratchy,
sparse grass that will actually grow in sand. Families move out
and in; the kids have different faces, but are about the same
size and play the same games in the streets. Asphalt, concrete,
and stucco are static features.
The heat, though, seems heavier, trees harder to
climb into, swamps unapproachable, and suddenly, one day,
you discover you are afraid of snakes. You wonder if there
was any way to stop it, the process of it all. You wonder if you
could have claimed childhood like people claim conscientious
objector, if there was any way to say, ‘No, I’d like to stay
here. I disagree agree with the practices of that, with I am
supposed to become.’ But you know you would have been left
standing still with everything spinning faster and faster around
you. You would be the still point in a mass of movement. You
would be the monotonous cement driveways and trimmed
square lawns.You would be the un-cracked stucco of unmoving
houses.
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Beach Your Ship Upon the Shore of
Okeanos
(Persephone speaking)

“‘When your ship has traversed the waters of Okeanos, you will reach the
fertile shore of Persephone’s country with its groves of tall poplars and
willows that shed their fruit untimely; here beach your ship upon the shore
of Okeanos, and go straight on to the dark abode of Hades.’” [Homer,
Odyssey10.510]
When the grass begins to wither, gasp downward in a dying gold,
Mother greys for letting go, for imminence tacit in the flowers I hold;
We both sense an urgency as the trees begin to grow
Monstrous earlier in the night, leavening among the groves,
Furling red against a colder sky, as men with jav’lins-Their shadows taken to purity, air thick in advent of
the sin.
As I watch their nudity develop, strange eve of season disrobe there
I see I’d become a woman then but had known not Hades’ stare.
Could I say it came as no surprise when there my taker arrived, abrupt?
My hurled bouquet as ceremony of a maidenhood to interrupt?
My arrested expression a portent, for later punishments to heed;
And mine a bargain, a winter, and six or seven pomegranate seeds.
As those who were to be Sirens watched, those who were to be lust itself,
Home likened to: the sky, the earth, the underworld; in all of them, myself.
I saw my mother in an open field, snow falling on open seas,
So it was as my innocence lost itself, so did the innocence of the trees.
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And Go Straight on to the Dark
Abode of Hades
For every shipwreck on the Sirenum scopuli,
For every sailor whose blood has boiled as the biblical seas,
for the bird-bodied daughters of storm,
the bearers of the feathers of the Muses’ crowns,
called seductresses, virgins and prophets
at the same time, and
for the song of Moerae that
makes promises of wisdom
and returns only a watery death;
For the rescue of Butes’ that kept again the seas from pluming,
And for every lust never saved and laid down in Sicily,
the Sirens will blame Demeter,
who among the poplars stands,
a finger bent to soil
where petrified roots lead,
tributaries to the underworld-to Hades himself, who nevermind
the stark, the nearly all-day night,
blames Persephone for being
so beautiful as to tempt him,
and never himself for short auroras
or the last of winter daylight.
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Dull
Dennis watched the minute hand hit the ten, and then
waited for the professor to announce that class was over. When
absolutely nobody was looking, the second hand stopped for
a second and wondered what plans the hour hand had made
for that evening. Deciding that she saw the hour hand plenty
of times a day anyway, she deemed a private rendezvous as
nothing of importance and continued about her business.
When the professor finally released the students,
Dennis threw his backpack over his shoulder and spoke to
nobody. He shuffled out of class, down the hallway, and out
of the building, unhappy that it was still cloudy out. When the
door of the building shut behind him, it made a clicking noise
.52 seconds long that, if one recorded it, played it backwards,
and changed the duration to seventeen years, the exact center
of the recording would reveal a meaning of life that everyone
could agree on, spoken in perfect Italian.
Dennis walked into the snack bar and took an apple
juice out of the cooler. He reached into his pocket, removed
his wallet, gave the girl at the cash register a five, received
the change, and walked out. When he first pulled out his
wallet, a piece of lint had been knocked free from his
pocket, and inside of that piece of lint was an exact replica
of Dennis, roughly thirty seven thousand times smaller than
him, who called himself Sinned. Sinned drifted down to the
floor, amazed at the fresh surroundings and the abundance of
light, only to have a shoe land on him, catch him in one of its
crevices, and carry him away, allowing him to see whenever
the foot inside of the shoe took a step.
Dennis walked up the steps of the Student Center, and
when he reached the top, everything that exists jumped one
meter to the left. However, since everything that exists was all
that moved, everything that exists did not notice. Nothing that
exists, on the other hand, was harshly discombobulated.
A janitor was busy mopping up soda trailing from a
spilled Coke cup. Dennis avoided making eye contact with the
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janitor, because he found his job depressing. After walking
past him, Dennis sneezed. Tiny vibrations from the sneeze
traveled through the air, collided with the Coke cup, and
shook a minute droplet of water on an ice cube inside of it. In
the exact moment the droplet trickled down its side, the ice
cube was inarguably the most beautiful object in the universe.
Dennis left the building and walked across the
crosswalk. A green Volkswagen Jetta stopped abruptly in front
of him. Dennis wanted to flip off the driver, but realized that
such an action would be futile in improving anyone’s driving
skills. Instead, he walked across the grass in front of the
library. He unwittingly stepped on a slug, pressing its insides
out both ends of its body. These insides were the exact color
of true love. Dennis would later see this same color behind his
eyelids on the night of his wedding, at the exact moment when
the best man jokingly kisses him on the cheek.
Dennis entered his dormitory building and began
down the hallway to his room. On his bed was a naked woman,
weighing two hundred eighty pounds, six feet tall, with hair
the color of sea algae and eyes with pupils the color of the
moon. When Dennis put his key in the lock, she dissolved into
a thousand balls of honey, which congealed in the room of
his next-door neighbors, Derek and Justin, who were also not
home. She wondered if she would ever discover what the word
“pain” really meant.
Dennis threw his backpack onto the bed and sat in
his chair. He put the apple juice on his desk and began to
dial his mother’s phone number. When he put the phone to
his face, God materialized in the mouthpiece and began
trying desperately to look down his throat. He was trying to
see if He had designed his uvula properly, a test that could
only be properly administered if the person being evaluated
pronounced the word “February.” God repeatedly asked him
what the shortest month was, but Dennis could not hear His
voice because God had come down with a very bad cough and
was feeling rather hoarse. After numerous failed attempts, God
decided that He would make a return service call, but as he
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dug around in His robe for a pencil to schedule a new date,
Dennis slammed down the phone onto the charger, and God
was electrocuted and killed.
Dennis sighed and opened the bottle of apple juice.
After taking a sip, he put the bottle on his desk, unzipped his
backpack, and took out a container of Zoloft. He shook out
a single pill into his hand, then threw across his tongue. He
swallowed. When the pill became wet inside his throat, a tiny
red stallion was born. It immediately knew everything about
him, just by feeling the sides of his throat. It sensed that he
was sad, and it learned which two things were missing from his
life that would make him happy again. Unfortunately, it only
had a life span of eleven seconds, so it never got the chance
to tell him, even though it spoke perfect English. All of its
brothers and sisters spoke perfect English as well, but they too
would only live eleven seconds after being born.
Dennis looked around at his undecorated walls.
“This shit is so dull,” he said.
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Mama Cass
Her body curves like a yellow beehive.
She’s arches all the way down, swells of skin
buzzing and teeming and sparkling alive,
and her soft voice raises over the din.
Her throat connects a note to a chord,
and the symphony plays over the roar
as her hands and soul praise somebody’s lord
for the hymn that lowered her knees to the floor.
She feels like Goliath in a churchspace
of Davids: She’s too big for the world
as she pushes forward, her whole face
sweaty and plastered with curls.
And then everything’s over – the music, the roar:
And she’s too tired, she decides, for the encore.
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Pleased to Meet You
“Is anyone sitting here?”
The man looks up at me and shakes his head, gesturing
for me to sit down on the chipped paint of the bus stop bench.
“Thanks.” I sit down and grunt softly, leaning over to
massage my small calves. I wiggle my toes inside their too-tight
shoes as I glance at the chubby man sitting next to me.
“It’s been a long day,” I say when he catches me
looking at him. He can’t be any older than forty-five or fifty.
The hair at his temples is gray, but the rest is still a deep
brown.
He just nods at me.
“I’m Echo,” I offer.
“Keith,” he says. He’s silent for a moment before
saying, “S’not a name you hear every day.”
“It’s Greek,” I say. “My mother was young when she
had me and she was obsessed with those myths. I’m named after
a nymph.”
He nods again.
“My father wasn’t around to help her name me,” I
continue, folding my hands between my legs. “I’ve never met
him.”
Keith is silent; he doesn’t even nod. It starts to rain
as we both sit quietly. I pull my raincoat hood up to cover my
black ponytail. I’d found the navy blue raincoat at the Goodwill
and paid only twelve dollars for it. The hem hovered around my
knees and the bright plaid lining reminded me of the raincoats
I used to have as a kid. As I open my mouth to start talking
again, Keith cuts me off.
“I have a daughter,” he says, staring straight ahead.
“What’s her name?” I ask when he doesn’t say anything
else.
“Jodi.” He looks at me, a small smile on his lips for the
first time.
I smile back. “How old is she?”
“Eighteen, she’s about to start her first year of college,”
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he replies. “She wants to study philosophy.”
“Oh really?” I say. “That’s what I started out studying.”
I pause and laugh. “And look at me now, I’ve been a waitress for
the past two years.”
Keith doesn’t get a chance to reply before we are
interrupted by the growling sound of the bus approaching. We
stand up and I notice for the first time how tall he is. The gray
bus pulls to a stop in front of us and I watch his back as he walks
towards it and starts up the stairs. Then I turn around and walk
back down the sidewalk in the rain.
				
While I’m waiting for the Black Russian I’d ordered,
I think about Keith. I can vividly remember how wrinkled the
rough skin on his face was and how huge the purple crescents
hanging underneath his eyes were. I wonder what about his life
makes him look so old and tired. Maybe his wife left him to raise
Jodi by himself. Maybe he just got fired at his job to be replaced
by someone younger.
The bar is loud, but the noise is comforting. I’m sitting
on a tall stool with maroon upholstery and my black Nine West
stilettos are hooked on the bottom rung. I usually don’t wear
these shoes when I go to a bar because I paid full price for them.
There’s a small flower on the front of each one and a strap grips
the back of each ankle. I love them.
Finally my drink comes and I hold onto the cool glass
with both hands. I lift it to my lips carefully and close my eyes as
I take a lingering sip.
“Looks like you’ve had a long day.” It’s a deep, raspy
voice and I keep my eyes closed for a second longer while
nodding. “I’m Shawn.”
I open my eyes. His toned frame is sitting on the next
stool and he surprisingly isn’t leaning too close to me. Actually,
he isn’t even looking at me. His eyes are focused on the green
beer bottle he’s cradling in his hands. He doesn’t move to say
anything else to me as I stare at his chiseled face and dark blond
hair.
“I’m Britney,” I tell him. “And yes, it’s been a very
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long day.”
“You normally order drinks that strong?” He still faces
away from me.
“Only when I’ve had a bad day at work,” I reply. “I’m
an ER doctor. Sometimes it gets pretty crazy.”
“I’d imagine it would.” He doesn’t move to say anything
else to me. I wonder why he would introduce himself if he didn’t
want to talk. There’s a little stubble on his face and a small burn
mark across the top of his left hand.
“I just finished a seventeen hour shift,” I say, “but I’m
just not ready to go home yet.”
Shawn nods slightly, picking at the label on his bottle. I
shrug and take the last sip of my drink, starting to slide off of
the tall stool. But then he turns his head slowly towards me and I
almost take a step back when I see his eyes.
“Do you have a boyfriend?” he asks. His eyes are a deep
sea blue and they’re so steady it almost makes me nervous. But
there’s something intriguing about the way I feel like I can see
everything about this man’s life through his eyes.
I shake my head and am about to explain how I don’t
have enough time for one, but he continues talking. “I have a
girlfriend. Ashley. She should be waiting at home for me right
now.” I open my mouth again to talk about why I have no love
interest but he keeps talking. “But she’s not.”
He’s quiet for a moment and again I open my mouth,
but he’s standing up, reaching in his pocket for money. “Have
a good night, Britney,” he says, and then he looks at me again.
His eyes never leave my eyes and I’m afraid to break the contact
first. Finally he turns and walks away and I let out the breath
I’ve been holding.
“Want another one?”
I shake my head at the bartender, and take one last look
at Shawn’s retreating back before taking out some money and
paying for my drink. My shoes click on the tiled floor as I walk
towards the door to go home.
				
“Black,” I say to the boy behind the counter at Dunkin’
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Donuts. I pay and bring my coffee to one of the wire tables
outside on the sidewalk. People walk by as I cautiously take a
quick sip. I pull the cover off and, while waiting for some of the
heat to escape, smooth my brown skirt over my thighs. I threw a
party at my apartment once and when I was cleaning up the next
morning, I found this skirt tucked underneath my couch. It was
plain but, after washing it, I decided to keep it anyway.
“It’s a cute skirt,” a female voice says. I look up. She
appears to be about twenty, a few years younger than me, and
is holding a cup similar to mine in her hand.
“Thanks,” I say, giving her a small smile and gesturing
for her to sit next to me.
“I’m Honey.” She puts her coffee down and sticks
out her hand. I extend mine towards her and she squeezes it
professionally before sitting across from me.
“I’m Ingrid. My father was in love with Ingrid Bergman
from Casablanca,” I explain as she sips her coffee. “My mother
let him name me as long as she got to choose the name for their
next child.”
Honey nods as she blows the steam away from her cup.
She looks like a Honey; she has soft, light brown hair and tan
skin. She’s skinny, but more than skin and bones.
“They didn’t have another one before my mother died
though,” I say. Honey cocks her head in sympathy. “Do you
have any brothers or sisters?” I take a long sip of the scalding
coffee.
She nods.“Three younger sisters.”A pause.“And an older
brother.” Her eyes shift towards the table and she distractedly
makes an O with her pink lips and blows again on her drink.
“A big family,” I say. “Christmas must be crazy.” She
nods distractedly. “Christmas for me was always quiet. It was
even quieter after my mother was gone.”
Honey nods again, her brown eyes staring at nothing. I
let the silence set in for a moment, studying her eyes. Suddenly
she jerks and looks at her watch. “Oh, I’m going to be late, it
was nice to meet you, Ingrid.”She holds out her hand again and
I shake her hand as she stands up.
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“You too,” I say softly as she picks up her cup and
walks away.
The look in her eyes reminds me of Shawn from last
night. I wonder why he thought his girlfriend Ashley wasn’t
waiting at home for him. Maybe she was having an affair that he
found out about. Or maybe they’d gotten into a fight and she was
leaving him. Or maybe she had gotten into a car accident on the
way home from work the day before and had died.
I stand up and smooth out my skirt again, then pick
up my coffee and take a sip; it’s finally cool enough for me to
drink it without burning my tongue. As I start to walk down the
sidewalk, I put the lid back on the cup and drop it into a trash
bin.
				
I slip the last of the eight quarters into its slot and push
the silver handle hard.The sound of water gushing onto my dirty
clothes is immediate. I place my cloth laundry bag on top of the
washing machine and turn to look for a place to sit.
I brush off a plastic seat with my hand a couple of times
before I sit down. I think that even though a laundromat is a
place where things get clean, it is not a place that gets cleaned
very often. I cradle my purse in my lap and fold my hands over it.
Usually I can’t stand the color pink, but the purse had been my
mother’s. It’s the only thing of hers that I have left and I can’t let
it go just because of its hideous color. It has two small carrying
straps and on the inside there’s a special zippered compartment
for change.
Someone snorts next to me. “I can’t stand him.” I look at
the older woman sitting two seats over. She’s pointing to the TV
set attached to the wall across from us.
I look at the screen. “Dr. Phil?”
She snorts again. “He’s just horrible, he’s so mean to
those people and he has no idea what he’s talking about.” She
looks as old as my grandmother; her hair is a light shade of
gray, pulled into a twist at the nape of her neck, and her hands
are shaky and wrinkled.
“I’ve never watched him,” I confess.
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“Good.” She pauses, breathes deeply, and then looks at
me. “I’m sorry, I get carried away.”
I smile at her and shake my head. “It’s okay.”
“I’m Paula,” she says, a huge smile on her face, her
blue eyes literally sparkling.
“I’m Scarlett,” I say.
“Scarlett, what a pretty name,” she says. “You’re
parents must have loved Gone with the Wind.”
“Actually, I’ve never met my real parents,” I say, eyes
down. “But my adopted parents said they liked Gone with the
Wind and loved that my name was Scarlett.”
“Oh dear, I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay,” I say because she looks so distressed. “I
love my family.” She smiles again. “I have five older brothers
and they take care of me.”
“Five boys, your poor mother,” she says. “I have three
grandsons, and they are quite a handful. I don’t know how my
daughter does it alone.” Her blue eyes turn slightly dull.
“She must be a strong woman.” I don’t know why but
I desperately want Paula to have the sparkle back in her poor
eyes.
“Oh, she is, dear,” she says. “She is.” A dryer buzzes.
She stands up and looks at me. “Thank you for talking to me,
you’re a sweetheart.”
“Thanks,” I say. “So are you.” I mean it.
She slowly walks toward a dryer at the other end of
the room, and I watch Dr. Phil without listening. I wonder why
Paula’s son-in-law can’t help her daughter raise their four boys.
Maybe he ran away with his young secretary from work. Maybe
he was an airplane pilot and he died in a plane crash. Maybe
he’s a firefighter and is never home enough.
I shake my head and pick up a magazine from the table
next to me. As I look through the table of contents, I realize
that, for once, I actually want to know what happened.
			
With my laundry bag balancing on one shoulder and my
purse hanging from the other, I struggle to get the key into the
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lock of my apartment door. Finally the door swings open and I
push in, dropping everything onto the floor in the hallway. I
walk straight towards a wicker rocking chair in the living room
and sink into it. I try to clear my mind, but all I can see is Honey
and her sweet brown eyes. Why weren’t they happy when she
mentioned her older brother? Could he have run away when he
turned eighteen and never come back? Could he have been a
lifeguard and drowned trying to save someone?
The red light on my answering machine is blinking. I
watch as it flashes a steady beat and I can feel my heart pounding
in my throat. Slowly I reach out and push the play button.
“Anne?” I cringe at the sound of my name. “Anne, it’s
Meg.” My sister. “Anne—“ I cringe again. “I hope everything’s
okay, Dad called me today and told me that you’d quit your job
and hadn’t talked to him since. And you haven’t talked to me at
all.” A pause. “You can do whatever you want, Anne, but don’t
shut us out.We need to be together right now.”She pauses again.
“Mom would have wanted that. Can you just call me so we can
talk? Or at least call Dad? We love you, Anne.” Then there’s the
click of Meg hanging up the phone and she’s gone.
I stand there, staring at nothing. After a while I jerkily
turn and go to my room to change. Then I walk briskly into the
dark kitchen and grab the pink purse. I stop at the door and take
a deep breath, wiping my cheeks with my hands.Then I open the
door and quietly close it behind me.
				
“Ma’am?”
I look up to see the young girl behind the counter looking
at me. “Oh, I’m sorry,” I say, walking closer. “Um, I just want
a piece of the carrot cake and a small black coffee.”
I look at how pale the girl’s skin is while she rings up
my order. I wonder what made her never want to be out in the
sun. I pay her and then turn around, scanning for the ideal seat.
Behind the corner of the building reserved for Starbucks are
shelves and shelves of Barnes and Noble books. For some reason
I love it here more than I do anywhere else.
I start walking towards the high stools in front of the
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window facing the parking lot.There’s one open seat on the end
next to a middle-aged man with a balding head.
“Is anyone sitting here?”
He looks up at me and smiles. “Oh no, go right ahead.”
I get a glimpse of how alive his eyes are before he looks back
down at the magazine he’s reading. I sit down slowly because
I’m not sure if I had seen it right. People don’t have alive eyes
anymore.
“Oh, how is the cheesecake? I couldn’t decide, so I
settled for the carrot cake,” I say. I want to see his eyes again.
“Great,” he replies. “I always have to get it here.” He
doesn’t look up.
“I’m Wendy,” I say.
“Adam.” He looks up and smiles at me again.
They’re green. A soft green with golden brown flecks. At
first, there seems to be nothing special: no sparkle, no glint, no
gleam. And yet somehow, when he smiles, they’re alive.
“It’s nice to meet you, Adam,” I say, and smile. I don’t
say anything else. Neither does he.
I eat my carrot cake slowly, a small forkful at a time. I
open the book I picked out from the Hardcover Fiction section,
but I can’t focus on the words. Eventually, Adam gets up and
picks up his plate and magazine. “Good luck, Wendy,” he says,
giving me one last smile before he walks away.
I don’t reply. I turn forward and stare at the rest of my
carrot cake. Why would he say good luck to me? I look up and
out the window. But it’s dark outside now and all I can see is
my reflection. All I can see is Anne.
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An observation of grief
I once met a man in a graveyard.
I saw he clutched tightly to a yellow scarf
that fluttered from one sad fist.
He wept without shame as he moved toward me,
stumbling over his grief.
I did not move or speak as he reached for me,
touching my cold, granite wings as if
he sought a miracle.
His hot forehead fell heavily against mine
while tears dripped over my folded hands.
He did not move for a lifetime.
And then with a terrible, defeated sigh
he draped the scarf over me,
covering my stony head and placid eyes.
I watched him stagger away through a haze of yellow,
feeling not a shade of contempt for his weakness.
It was, after all, a very small
grave.
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Treinta y dos
Today is my birthday and I get one every year
– Gwen Stefani
Today in my Spanish class we were introduced to the
terminology of the calendar – all twelve months, seven days
and four seasons. The professor sounded off each of the
twenty-three words, all of which the class diligently repeated,
mimicking each syllable like an overgrown cast of Sesame
Street scholars. January in Spanish. Wednesday in Spanish.
Autumn in Spanish. Repeat. Satisfied with our not-so-perfect
renditions of the vocabulary the professor engaged the class
in conversation involving a simple question for each of us to
answer. The question was “When is your birthday?” and almost
knowingly the professor started with me.
“¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños?”
“Mi cumpleaños es el veintisiete de septiembre.”
“¿Hoy es tu cumpleaños?”
“Si.”
“¡Feliz cumpleaños! Repetí clase; feliz cumpleaños.”
And that was the end of that. The remainder of the day slid
by with none of the usual fanfare one commonly expects and
occasionally hopes for on his birthday. And in the beginning
that was fine. Having recently transferred to a new school,
moved to a new town, taken on the role of stranger, what else
could I have expected? But as the day wore on I began to feel
less and less comfortable with the possibility of my birthday
being forgotten – which was exactly what was on the verge
of happening. The mailman brought bills, Hotmail brought
spam, even my Nokia refused to ring in the new year. With
the exclusion of the incident in Spanish and a discounted
luncheon with my parents – it doesn’t count because it didn’t
actually happen on my birthday – the day was about to pass
unacknowledged. Not one of my friends, not one of my sisters,
not even my roommate, who had even promised that today I
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would have fun, remembered my birthday. Nobody. But this
wasn’t the first birthday to end in disappointment.
In one of my earliest memories I am playing on the front
porch of my parents’ house with a modest array of Star Wars
action figures. It is my birthday and among the arsenal is an
X-Wing Fighter – with pilot – both barely out of their boxes.
The tradition at my house had always been presents from Mom
and Dad in the morning, a visit to Gram and Grampa’s in the
afternoon, and cake and dinner that night. The arrangement
accomplished two things; it made the day a constant whirlwind
of excitement and anticipation and it made school unbearable.
I suffered through every second of those six hours with the
patience of a young Skywalker, staring blankly at the clock,
dreaming of the unwrapped but unopened X-Wing and a
galaxy, far, far away.
Finally home, under the shadows of a late September sky,
battles witnessed on screen and in imagination came to life.
Hero clashed with villain and the alliance seemed destined to
overthrow the tyranny of the evil Empire. But just as the rebels
were preparing their assault on the Death Star my dad returned
home from the corner store and chased me inside for pizza and
cake. After dinner I returned to the battlefield only to find the
X-Wing Fighter gone, stolen. The Alliance had fallen at the
hands of the Empire.
On my seventeenth birthday, fully immersed in a state of
teen angst and following the advice of Timothy Leary, I turned
on and dropped out. Someone had a strip of dancing bears left
over from the weekend and offered them up in study hall. Not
one to turn down a good time I gladly accepted. Two hits later
and I was out the front door, saying goodbye to school for
at least the rest of the day. Unfortunately the school did not
share my views on spontaneous living and notified my parents.
Making matters worse, I had momentarily lost the ability to
comprehend time and, arriving home several hours late, found
my parents stewing amongst the ruins of a would be birthday
dinner. Still dazed from my day’s festivities, I was unable
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to provide an alternate alibi and confessed – to all of my
activities. In any other decade my crime may have warranted
a trip to a boarding school or military academy, but this was
the eighties – the decade that made family therapy virtually
trendy. What I hoped would be a short-cut out of another
lengthy lecture from the folks resulted in an intervention and I
spent the next twenty-eight days in the rehabilitation wing of
The Sisters of Mercy Hospital.
By my twenty-seventh I had enough birthday experience
to quietly accept being called into work – even though I had
requested the night off. So after an early dinner with my girl,
she headed out with the group of friends who would have made
up my birthday gathering and I headed into work. Shortly into
my shift things took a sharp turn for the worse. First, every
drunk bum in Colorado Springs seemed to have picked that
night to get plastered and sob at my bar. Second, the thin stem
of a red wine glass broke over the motorized brushes of the
rotary glasswasher. Naturally the glass was in my hand and the
stem cut deep into the web between my forefinger and thumb
– scraping the bone.
Considering the difference in pay, the manager on duty
was eager to relieve me behind the bar, even after I told him
my intent was to catch up with my girlfriend. But bandaged
and free, my birthday’s downward spiral continued. Having
caught up with the entourage, I caught my girlfriend in a
compromising position; a suspicion confirmed when, in a
drunken stupor, she gave me a black eye and left with her
accomplice. The next morning, as the attending nurse drove
a staple through my left hand and smirked at my condition, I
wondered what I had ever seen in my now ex-girlfriend.
There are of course other birthday memories. Good
memories. My grandfather pitching batting practice on my
twelfth, his grey eyes staring me down from the mound, the
motion of his exaggerated wind-up and the crack of the bat
as I destroyed what was left of his fastball. Memories of lifechanging decisions – on my twenty-third birthday I left New
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England for the first time and headed west, opening my world
to exploration and adventure. And memories of romance – I
turned twenty-five on the roof of an apartment building,
watching the stars shoot above the Rockies with a gypsy girl so
adorable that in my nervousness I felt like I was turning twelve.
Recently I have enjoyed quieter birthdays, birthdays
where the intent of the celebration was to spend the day
alone. Last year I spent the day hiking in New Hampshire’s
White Mountains and the previous year it was Maine’s
Mount Katahdin. But even then, alone and in slightly remote
locations, my birthday was recognized, there had always been
something waiting in the mailbox or on the answering machine
for me when I got home. Never had a birthday passed without
some outside acknowledgement – until this year.
But perhaps this lack of acknowledgement is for the best.
I mean, what exactly would be acknowledged anyway – the
fact that I’m getting older? Do I really want that kind of
acknowledgement? When I was a kid that was exactly what
I wanted – it was important that people knew I wasn’t five
anymore – I was six and before I was six I was five and a half.
When I was seventeen, cutting class and getting high, I didn’t
want to be kid anymore, I wanted to be an adult – maybe I
wasn’t acting like one but I wanted to be treated like one.
And when I was twenty, I couldn’t wait to be twenty-one – in
fact I wanted it so badly that I got a fake I.D. But somewhere
between twenty-one and thirty-two the urge to hurry up and
get old got lost. I was happy to be twenty-six. Twenty-eight was
even better. And by the time I turned thirty I was comfortable
with the natural progression of age. I was happy with where my
life was. I was happy with where I thought my life was going
and with this new perspective I was able to look back on the
previous years with a sense of accomplishment.
And just as my perspective on age had changed, so would
my perspective on birthdays. Cake and ice cream became
iced down kegs of beer. Keg parties became cocktail parties.
Cocktail parties became dinner parties. And then I stopped
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instigating the parties altogether. I had found a simpler means
of celebration. I began to use my birthdays as an excuse to
steal away to someplace quieter than my day-to-day life,
to step back and take a long look around – could any other
day be more appropriate? Not for me. The twenty-seventh of
September is the first day of my new year. It is a chance to
scrutinize my existence, to take stock of my life. It is a chance
to make sure that, even if everything isn’t going as planned,
it’s still going – I’m not waiting to grow up anymore, I’m here,
this is the moment I’ve been waiting for.
Recently I moved to a new town and transferred to a new
school and have been caught up in all of the chaos that change
brings. So caught up that I forgot it was my birthday. Not
literally of course, but I did forget to do anything for myself –
I never took the time out to look around and see what was going
on. Luckily I realized this before it was too late and somewhere
on a moonlit run through the hills I decided I’m right where I
want to be. Today is my birthday and for the first time in my
life I was wished a happy birthday in Spanish.
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Landscape with Escaped Ostriches
1.
If in Wisconsin, rounding the corner near Little Sand, a slice
of lake
notched between stiletto pines,
the grubby, swan-winged sacks racing at the fence, the twotoed ridiculousness
of the ostriches doesn’t drive you off the road into a suddenly
silent ditch—
their plucky stares as you approach the electric fence from the
unwrecked car,
dirty snowball bodies carried on legs all sinew and angle,
spurs ready
to rip a ream of muscle from your thigh, the slouch of the
barns
behind them—when you are asked to describe this later
2.
over drinks in the knotty pine bar, northwoods kitsch nicking
out
from every corner like stuffed wolverines,
flightless ratites, you can say, birds with flat breastbones
lacking keels for the muscles that power flight (from the Latin
ratites, marked with the figure of a raft.)
Under raft, n , see no. 3: an aggregation of animals (as
waterfowl) resting on the water.
Struthio camelus, the camel (footed) ostrich—as in the
Vorompatra or elephant bird,
9 ft extinct flightless fructivore of Madagascar—
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presently the largest of existing birds. Struthio (as in: of or
related to ostriches). Circular taxonomy.
3.
Say ostrich eyes are largest (per body size) of any animal.
Their arch and bulge leaving little room for a brain. Result:
the ostrich pecks repeatedly at the glinty sticker on the car
window, then swallows
the nothing she has consumed.
4.
In the 1870s, it was suddenly fashionable for ladies to be seen
with a feather boa
or a sarong made from enormous feathers.
In Little Karoo, Oudtshoorn, farmers exported 450 000
kilograms of feathers per year.
The wings of the ostrich wave proudly; but are they the
feathers and plumage of love?
asks the Book of Job. It is a rhetorical question.
5.
And there’s more to tell, how in South Africa, ostriches have
been trained as shepherds, running rings around skittish sheep
beneath the camel-backed hills.
The ostrich, says Job, scorneth the horse and his rider.
How ostriches have been known to direct courtship behavior at
humans—
an amorous male sinks down on his haunches, swaying from
side to side.
(Be ready with here the obvious joke. How you were flattered,
of course, but unavailable).
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In Egypt, ostriches were once hitched to chariots, but the
birds ran in circles,
tired quickly,
6.
and so the practice abandoned,
but save the story of Sidi Mohamed for last. That boy of five or
six who wandered
off the hardpan plantation and stepped into a vault of acacia
thorn, gamba tussocks,
the ginormous sky,
where he met the ostriches who adopted him. Until he was
captured
by hunters ten years later, he lived on grass.
I have become a brother to the jackals, and go about in the
company of ostriches.
Who knew Job had so much to say about ostriches?
7.
Here the story calls for your embellishment (by this time you’ll
be on your second round, the tawny glasses in front of you
spoked with light from the late sun)
as the boy’s language was a chucking hiss, a ululating warble
never deciphered,
his body glazed with feathers, guano beneath his nails when
the dogs pinned him
up a tree.
Do you wish to place him beneath the night-frosted sky, odd,
featherless
bird the others pitied and draped with wings?
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Or upend the common wisdom and watch him stalk lizards in
the sun,
teaching the birds to love the taste of blood? Or
would you rather leave him alone,
leave the ostriches circling the corn crib, splayfooted and mincing?
That’s the problem with such stories, they wander off
sometimes
under huge skies and never find their way home.
You have to struggle out after them with dogs and lunch,
resting in whatever shade you find. The dogs
are exhausted, their long tongues lolling in the dirt, a tempest
of flies whirling
around their eyes. So, eat the meat you’ve brought and finish
the water.
Lay the shotgun across your elbow like a lover’s arm.
When we have passed the hour of the hottest sun we’ll set out
again, each step leading us ceaselessly toward that homey
clutch
of birds gathering together at the horizon.
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James Doucette

Lost in Thought
What can stop a man’s heart dead in his chest? Well,
among other disturbances, a thought. This is exactly what is
in the head of Preston Willis as he aimlessly meanders the
rain-soaked main street with its closed, shadowy storefronts,
sometime after 10:30. Two minutes after, actually, the
bank clock says so, displays 10:32PM and then 71°F in the
biggest, most eye-intrusive neon green. Placing a period after
descriptors and before one has written the corresponding
noun is not mine (don’t plagiarize), but rather a technique
of. Writing in this style makes the reader guess at what
grammatical choices the author might have picked were he to
complete sentences. Because of these literary gaps the reader
is forced to recognize that something is amiss from the usual;
forced to create a thought, which, given time, he might
connect to the opening question.
Well, did you? Did it? (…make you think, stop your
pulse.)
Perhaps your heart is still beating. If so it could be for
any number of reasons. One, the first sentence is exclusive
of females, and thus because of the author’s slip, a thought
may or may not, by cessation of the cardiac, kill a woman,
lady, or small girl. Two, it may take a particular type or depth
of thought to stop a heart (up to now it’s unspecified by the
narrator), and the simple task of inserting two to three words
into unfinished sentences may not have reached that necessary
heart-ending plane for the reader. Three, it is possible that
even if said heart did stop, it could possibly start again just
as quickly. Four, from the get-go, you may not be convinced
that a thought can stop a human heart from its pounding
whatsoever anyhow. Five, it is ill-advised to write literature
composed of lists. Preston’s thought is of the wet night street,
how the bank clock’s numbers and pink streetlights reflect
off the dark quivering puddles and make something close to
a neon watercolor out of the slick shining tar. He is a young
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man, prone to descriptive thoughts such as these, and is
known as “the artsy type.” Again, this use of quotations is not
my own stylistic stratagem but rather. The sentence preceding
that last sentence contributes to this piece in several ways.
Using quotations in this manner not only displays an attempt
to mimic the metafictional style, but also gives the reader
a stereotype, “The Artsy Guy,” with whom he or she may
identify with from previous conceptions of art-guys, or actual
encounters with persons met, or seen, or known quite well in
his or her own nonfictional life. Also, just hinting with “artsy
type” could go as far as to set the reader’s mind’s-eye gazing,
and then to mentally (thought thought thought) preparing
a wardrobe for our character, even though, by fault of the
writer, Preston to this point could be naked in the wet street.
Sorry. Despite the narrator’s blunders, most likely the reader
already has some sort of physical construct made for Preston,
his height, hair color, weight, and clothing; maybe a default
appearance used by him/her for all unassigned, uncared-for
cast members within literature. And, to rearrange a reader’s
predetermined cerebral image of a character would be a point
of disconnection in the symbiosis of reader/author. So, what’s
he wearing?... yes, you’re dead on if you splatter some old
paint on that, and double his saturation level from the rain.
The man is drenched, after all. (Show, don’t tell.)
Why he is out in the rainy street, alone and soaked
through, is all that remains to really get this story moving.
Well, it could be that Preston was just thrown out of his
girlfriend, Tammy’s, third-story, Lakeview Apartment which
stands erect and brick on the meeting of Lakeview and Second
Street with greenish-black ivy winding up on its eastern wall,
nearly blocking the view from Tammy’s bathroom window.
Of course, perhaps it’s simply that Tammy has had enough
of Preston’s dreaming and lollygagging, and is made ill by
the thought of “being with him” anymore; could be that she
said sadly, “Good luck, Preston,” and shut the entranceway
door gently in his face. There should be more dialogue; it’s
said dialogue brings a piece to life. (Dialogue is to fiction
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as electricity is to Frankenstein’s monster {in the movie
anyway}.) Or it could be the fact that Preston could not live
with, could not tolerate, an anchor such as Tammy, holding
him from “his dreams.” (That should be a scene.) No matter
how crazed she could become in bed -those fingernails of
hers- Preston knew it was time to leave her. But the fact is,
my reader, and trust me on this, that the real scenario is this:
Tammy is more a figment of Preston’s lonely mind than a lover
or girlfriend. In fact, (not to give it away, but…) Tammy is
something Preston created entirely upon entering the party in
Apt.6, Lakeview, created in his gorgeous artful mind in the 21
minutes that he was able to stay at the party he had stumbled
into, jazzed, still enjoying the hot buzz from his Brad’s Bar
martinis. Dry like James Bond. Artsy. And that rather smallchested blonde -the host of the mystery party? He wasn’t sure,
but Preston had dubbed her Tammy (for reasons he himself
didn’t know).
She had not even spoken to him let alone lived with
him in a studio apartment for thirteen months, or kicked him
out for being a shitty artist and a “dreamer” whose genius
never came to fruition. Show, don’t tell. They had only snagged
each other’s eye, a millisecond between the milling bodies
of the party. She was standing by the kitchen sink. It wasn’t
even her apartment, but Preston didn’t know that. She looked
so comfortable, leaning by the dish-drainer, everything low:
low music behind the mass of voices, low-rise blue jeans, and
a low-calorie beer wrapped in her small unpainted fingers.
Long nails, he would remember. She was a gem, he thought
so immediately. The use of specific yet underused numbers,
such as 21, 13, 6 and the above times listed on the bank
clock are employed to give the piece a feel of authenticity and
precision. Concurrently, it is not advised that numbers such as
7, 27, 37 or any multiples of 5 be used, because they, for
reasons unknown, are the factions that most people’s minds
grapple first when deciding upon a random number, and thus,
become overused in fictional texts everywhere, and random
no more. Those numbers have been exhausted and kicked out
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of respectable literature, much as Preston was thrown out of.
Not mine. In addition, much like random numbers, random
details and names/objects/places: “Lakeview” and “Second
Street” “Kitchen sink” and “Dish-drainer” are also helpful,
precise details that are not in common usage, and the reader’s
mind can identify with, and identify with originality. Stupid
repetition (stupid because it’s actually the redundancy we see
in everyday life) such as “Lakeview Street” and “Lakeview
Apartments,” may also be useful in duping readers into, at the
very minimum, half-believing a story’s authenticity. (When
writing metafiction, one should attempt to concentrate more on
the story at hand rather than the sub-explications that make it
Meta.)
Authentic is something Preston is not. He likes his art
well enough, loves to paint in blobby oils and thick passes
of the brush, but he barely believes in his own “dreams.” No
wonder his self-manufactured Tammy would kick him out were
she to have ever lived with him. He knew she would have,
given enough time. Preston suffers from Self Esteem Issues,
wandering wet night streets seems appropriate to his character,
and to him, it seems appropriate as well. And there, hands in
his pockets, looking down across the neon-watercolor-avenue
the thought came like a quick, stabbing knife to the. Not mine.
Overused. His chest heaved, the washed out street, the untrue
creations of his mind, he wanted a Tammy, he was a fake,
made people laugh at that 21 minute party, but that wasn’t
him, they didn’t even know him. He had sidled up to the big
one’s girlfriend, leaned in and got close enough to smell her
beer-breath, the big one and the other big one had grabbed
him by the collar and dragged Preston, hot martini-buzz and
all, into the hallway “…and stay out, fucker!,” the big one
yelled, and closed the door not so gently as sweet Tammy had
in Preston’s best artwork (his mental sketch of their imaginary
life together {Don’t be too subtle}). So he went into the rain,
walking, a thought: “All I am is phony.” Now, dark night,
the knife of thought, he clutched at his left breast, the washy
street glared, washed out, washed up, pain, he rubbed the
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spongy jacket into his chest, no comfort, what’s going on? His
sternum, pain, a phony, a phony, no one at all, can’t go on,
no Tammy. His heart stopped, it quit, the pounding muscle
there within had ceased, no one on the street at all.
One tactic to heighten the rush and chaos of a
climactic scene, though considered a cheap way to elevate
the action, is to use run on sentences, fragments, single word
sentences, or to runwordstogether. Watch: Nowoutside,darkni
ght,theknifeofthought,heclutched,leftbreast,thewashystreet,
rubbingwetjacketintochest,what’sgoingon,hissternum,pain,
aphony,aphony,nooneatall, can’tgoon,NoTammy. It creates
a hurried feel, a state of confusion, figuringoutallthosewor
ds, separating them. The reader’s mind works desperately to
understand the events, much like Preston struggles, reels and
wheels; tries to grasp at what is happening inside his ribs. Hish
earthishearthisheart, readerreaderreader. A thought.
(I could have ended here, should have.)
Preston paints flightless birds: squat abstract
penguins, blurs of ground-bound ostrich, chickens that try,
but never make it too far, emus heavy with feathers. (Eat up
that metaphor, my reader, trust it, it’s solid.) Using a good
metaphor this late in a short story is like using an analogy to
describe a metaphor/like bringing salt to a bland meal when
the plates are nearly cleared, likelikelike worthless: too late.
Preston is still in the wet dark street-like-a-watercolor, he’s
clutching that place by the armpit, warm damp armpit, and,
by interjecting the abovementioned sub-explications, the
author has made some attempt at sustained suspense, left you
wondering? What will happen, reader? What will happen?
Thump! There it is. His heart starts again, the muscle
and fatty sinew, valve and vein, oxygen and oxygen-less
vessels; a new thought. A new thought has righted the wet
injustice of a young man in a dark nameless street in a dark
nameless town.The overused symbol of life is invigorated; some
ounce of piss and vinegar has re-trickled, something un-phony
has roused this dreamer. He is up. Found. On his feet. You don’t
know him, but he’s a hero because he got up. (Show, don’t
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tell.) The climax climaxed. It’s alright. It’s all. Not mine. He’s
walking again, hand gone from chest and back in a pocket of
paint-stained pants. Flightless now, yes, but we know what...
What can stop a man’s heart dead in his chest and what can
start it pumping anew. Wellwellwell.
It is, among other literary entities, a common
technique to come full circle. Think about it.
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Comfort
When the vehicle careened into the opposite lane,
and spun in the face of oncoming traffic, like a cue ball
struck with perfect english toward a multicolored mass
of objects atop a snowy baize…
When from the passenger’s seat I observed the vehicle’s deviation
for only a second before closing my eyes, dropping my head,
and folding my arms across my chest, so tired that I pretended
my sweater was a wool blanket…
When I felt us spinning like a hastened rotation of the Earth
and pictured a collision, like a meteorite, followed by
shattered glass, mangled metal cartwheeling over the median,
airbags punching us in the face…
When I imagined myself suspended upside down by a seatbelt,
head bleeding and pressed against the spider-webbed windshield,
hearing the clicks and sirens of the aftermath, all I could think
was that I hoped the heater would still work.
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April 29, Studying in Beijing
I say bye to Nic in front of our hostel’s elevator
because he’s leaving for home in a couple of hours. He says
that he’ll take a taxi to the airport and fly back to Germany
from there.
It’s twelve thirty in the afternoon and I’m drunk
because Vincent invited me to his room after our ten o’clock
class to drink beers. After this good-bye, I’m off to a
barbershop to get a hair cut and my beard trimmed.
The place translates to The Angel’s Kiss and I come
here because it’s a relatively short walk. Two gay Chinese men
wash my hair while one asks me where I’m from and the other
guesses my age. Then they leave me in the hands of a tall
skinny man who will eventually cut my hair.
He wor ks too fast. He spins the scissors around his
fingers like some American cowboy would his pistol. He could
easily stab my skull—right now, sitting in this chair, I could
bleed. But I think about Van Gogh and how my ear might be
cut off like his and that I just drank beers with a Vincent (no
relation, though) and how silly this world is.
Walking back to the dorm, my Russian roommate and
another friend accidentally meet me on the street. We’re going
to buy some books, they say. And I get on the bus with them
without hesitation because I like books too.
As we pass Tiananmen Square, I can almost see the
picture of Mao Zedong through the space between bodies on
the number fifty-two bus. The woman next to me tells her
daughter the temperature but I hardly understand Celsius.
After buying nothing at the Xidan bookstore, I tell the
kids that if we take a taxi home, I’ll pay for it. Minutes later,
the taxi gets into a traffic jam. And I’m sitting there, in the
taxi (next to a driver who’s picking his nose with his left pinkie
finger) when I notice another red taxi going in the opposite
direction.
It’s Nic. He’s sitting with a bag on his lap and more
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in the back seat. I almost want him to look at me. We could
get one last good wave in before he’s really gone. But he’s
not looking here. He’s not looking at me. He’s not looking at
my driver (who’s still picking his nose) or at the man selling
mangos off the sidewalk. He’s looking straight ahead—past the
taxi ride, past the airport, past China. He’s looking home.
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